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Summary

The displacement response of seismic-isolated bridges supported on the lead rubber bearings
(LRB) or the high damping rubber (HDR) bearings can be very large to great earthquake like the
Great Hanshin Earthquake. New type of seismic-isolation system to reduce the displacement
response has been developed by the auhors. This new system consist of friction damping
bearings, which contain permanent displacement control mechanism by water pressure, and
horizontal rubber springs. A series of shaking table experiment had been conducted for the

performance verification of a new frictional damping device for seismic isolation of bridge. The
excellent energy dissipation effect of friction was identified as the small displacement response
with acceptable acceleration response. The comparison of the results of the experiment and the
numerical simulation shows the suitability of the simulation.

1. Introduction

The Great Hanshin Earthquake in 1995 caused severe damages on the highway bridges. The
seismic isolation systems are used to reduce the response during the earthquake by shifting the
natural period of the structure out of the range of dominant earthquake energy and increasing the

damping capacity. The isolation systems are recognized as efficient device to reduce the
earthquake resopnse. However, the displacement response of the bridges isolated by usual rubber
bearings can be 30cm to 70cm to the great earthquake. The design of expansion joints and falling
prevention system are difficult to such a large displacement. Therefore the isolation systems with
less displacement response are desired. In this paper, the new seismic-isolation system1,2), the
results of measurement of friction elements and the shaking table experiments of the similitude
model are discussed. The results of the experiments show the efficiency of the isolators.
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2. Isolation system with friction damping

The configuraton of the isolation system with friction damping is shown in Fig. 1. The system
consists of the horizontal rubber springs to lengthen the natural period of the bridge structure,
and the friction bearings which support the weight of the structure and dissipate the vibration
energy by friction. The characteristics of the isolation system with friction damping is as follows.

(a) The vertical load is beared by the friction bearings, traffic vibration does not occur.
(b) The acceleration response of the structure is almost same as the rubber bearings but the

displacement response of the structure is well suppressed than by the rubber bearings.
(c) If the residual displacement may occure after the earthquake, the restoration mechanism

installed in the device using the water pressure can restore the residual displacement easily.

The isolation system with friction damping can be deformed in horizontal and rotational
direction as shown in Fig. 2. The horizontal rubber springs need not bear the vertical force and
need not energy dispersion and it is easy to design.

motion
Fig. 1 Configration of isolation system

with friction damping

upper shoe PTFE

o-nne

water duct for
lower shoe rubber plate restoration

Fig. 2 Friction Bearing

3. Measurement of friction element

3-1 Experimnetal equipments

As shown in Fig.3, one SUS (stainless steel)
plate inserted between the two lower shoes

pressed each other is moved by the actuator.
The water pressure induced into the cavity in
the PTFE (Polytetrafluoroethylene) ring plate
reduce the bearing pressure on the ring and the
friction force. In this experiment, vertical force,
horizontal force, relative displacement and

water pressure are measured. The specification
of the equipment and the measurement
condition are shown in Table 1.

water duct

PTFE hydraulic unit

Fig. 3 Equipment for friction measurement
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Table 1 Measurement condition
sliding
plate

amplitude 135fmiri|
velocity 5~212rmm/sl

PTFE bearing pressure 9.4,126fMPal
area 80|cm2]

cavity water pressure 0-58 [MPal
area 64fcm2l

3-2 Results of measurement
The maximum sliding velocity of the PTFE to
the SUS are obtained from the time history of
the skiding displacement. The coefficients of
friction are computed as the ratio of the
horizontal force to vertical force. The relation
of the friction coefficient and the sliding
velocity is shown in Fig. 4. The friction
coefficient of PTFE and SUS is small in low
velocity region and 0.10 to 0.16 in the region
higher than 5cm/sec.
The relation of the sliding velocity and the
friction coefficient at each water pressure are
shown in Fig. 5. The figure shows the tendency
that the higher water pressure makes the
friction coefficient smaller in spite of the
sliding velocity. Therefore the residual
displacement of the bridge can be restored
easily by the water pressure. In the case of
water pressure higher than 4.6-4.9[Mpa], a
little water leakage was observed and the water
on the interface of PTFE and SUS reduce the
friction coefficient with lubrication effect.

5 10

sliding velocity (cm/sec)
Fig. 4 Velocity and Friction Coefficient
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Fig. 5 Waterpressure and Friction Coefficient

4. Shaking table experiment

4-1 Experimental model

The objective bridge of this study is a 5-span
continuous steel box-girder with concrete piers
as shown in Fig. 6. The shaking table model
simulates the dynamic property of the first
mode in the logitudinal direction, and of the
one span of the girder supported on the
isolators above the pier in scale of 1/5. The
mass of the model is 10 tons. The natural
frequency of the model supported on the
horizontal rubber springs is 1.2[Hz] 5

times of the prototype). The dimension of the
model is shown in Fig.7 and the photograph of
the model on the shaking table in Fig. 8.

-* ti-s »
1 1

11 n 1

unit:[m]

Fig. 6 General view of 5-span continuous steel
box-girder bridge
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bearings

Fig. 7 Model for shaking table experiment

4-2 Input wave

The sinusoidal waves to investigate the basic characteristics of the model and the earthquake

waves to investigate the response of the isolated bridge are used as the input to the shaking table.

The earthquake inputs are computed as the response of the pier-girder 2DOF system subjected

ground acceleration. The ground motions used for shaking table input are standard time history
records for checking design ultimate horizontal strength3' and the record of the Great Hanshin

Earthquake4'. In Fig. 9 an example of the time history of the acceleration is shown.

1
fi 0

H -600

(a) Acceleration at ground (b) Acceleration at pier
Fig. 9 Input Acceleration (JMA Kobe NS)

4-3 Numerical Simulation
The numerical model of the experimental
model is described as a SDOF mechanical
vibration system with Coulomb friction as Fig.
12. The equation of motion of the system in
Fig.13 is written as follows.

Mx + Cx + Kx =-Mz + Fr

F, =~ltdMg sgn(x)

When

Ix 0 and

||- Mz - Cx - Kx\ < ps Mg

simulation is restarted with the condition Fig. 10 SDOF simulation model

Fig. 8 Model on the shaking table
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x 0 • It means that when the relative velocity is zero and the acting force less than the static
friction force, the motion will stop. In the numerical solution procedure of differential equation
(1), it is difficult to judge the condition (2) exactly. We evaluated the condition by eq. (3)
insetead of eq. (2) using a small value e and restart with the condition x 0.

[W<£

y Mz-Cx-Kx\<ilsMg
(3)

Based on the results of measurement of the friction
elements, we set the dynamic friction coefficient
ßä =0.14 and static friction coefficient /is as 0.04.

Solution scheme by Adams-Gear method with
variable time step (0.0001~0.001[sec.]) and

e 10 s are used

4-4 Results of shaking table experiment
al Harmonic Excitation
Firstly harmonic excitaions of the girder model
supported on the horizonal rubber spring are
measured. The acceleration amplitude of the

shaking table was set to 4, 8, 16, 20 gal. The
frequency response is shown in Fig.11. The
resonanse frequency changes from 1.42 Hz to 1.26
Hz with increse of input amplitude and it shows
that horizontal rubber springs have slightly
nonlinear stiffness. The damping ratios were from
0.025 to 0.031 and almost linear.

Next, in the case of girder supported on the
friction isolator and horizontal rubber spring, the

time history of acceleration is obtained as Fig. 12.

In this figure the measurement results (solid line)
and results of the numerical simulation (dashed

line) are compared. The results of experiment and
simulation are in good agreement and the
simulation method and parameters are appropriate.

400
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Fig. 11 Frequency response ofgirder on
rubber spring

< -200

Time (sec)

Fig. 12 The time history of the gider
supported on isolators

bf Earthquake Excitation
The comparison of time history of the girder on
the horizontal rubber spring is shown in Fig.13. In
this figure solid line indicates the experimental
results and dashed line the simulated results of
bilinear SDOF model. Input wave is based on Kobe JMA NS record (Fig. 9). The difference of the
maximum acceleration response is 1.7% and it shows that the property of the horizontal rubber
spring is well described by bi-linear model.
The comparison of the time histories of the experiment and the simulation is shown in Fig. 14.

This figure shows good agreement of the responses by the shaking table experiment and by the
simulation considering Coulomb damping.
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Fig. 13 Response ofgirder supported on
rubber springs

Time (sec)

Fig. 14 Response ofgirder supported on
isolation system with friction damping

4-5 Comparison of the isolation effect
Based on the results of the shaking table test,

we compare the isolation effect of the isolation
system with the friction damping and usual
rubber isolator by the numerical simulation of
the 2DOF model consists of the girder and the

pier. In the simulation isolator with the friction
damping is treated as a linear spring and
Coulomb damping and usual mbber bearing is
linear spring and dashpot of 15% of the critical
damping. The maximum response of the girder
to the earthquake waves are comparerd in the
table 2. In this table it is shown that the
acceleration response of both isolators are
almost same, but the displacement response of
the new isolator are much smaller than that of
rubber bearings. This shows that the efficiency
of the new isolator to suppress the

displacement response.

Table 2 The comparison of isolation effect
Input
wave

Isolator with
Friction

Rubber bearing

Acc. Disp. Acc. Disp.

Kaihoku 357 222 377 363

Itajima 373 239 438 415

Tsugaru 389 255 552 532

JMA
Kobe

308 170 337 306

JR
Takatori

735 604 725 685

Higashi
Kobe

403 268 538 528

unit Acc.:gal, Disp. :mm

5. CONCLUSION
The authors discussed the friction measurement and shaking table test of the seismic isolation
system with friction damping. The excellent energy dissipation effect of friction was identified as
the small displacement response with acceptable acceleration response. A simple simulation with
Coulomb damping model was achieved by using the experimental result. The comparison of the
results of experiment and numerical simulation shows the suitability of this simulation.
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